Clinical Experiences Advisory Committee (CEAC)
February 11, 2005
10:30-noon

AGENDA

Purpose of Committee

Committee Membership

Overview of the work of the Office of Clinical Experiences

Announcements

1. ST application deadlines
2. Dorm housing for ST during Spring Break
3. Integrated ST information system
4. Collaboration in TE handbook
5. Virtual classroom for field experiences (Mary Tipton)
6. Pilot of ST assessment of pupil learning

Discussion

1. ST eligibility and “exceptions”

2. Field Experience Guidelines

3. Revision of Collaboration in Teacher Education

4. Requiring Collaboration in Teacher Education during Inquiry IV

5. University Supervisor/Cooperating Teacher assessment of teacher education programs

6. NCATE Diversity requirement
Future Agenda Items

1. NCATE and data needed to meet Standard 3 (Field Experiences and Clinical Practice)
2. Student Teaching grades (who should be responsible for posting them?)
3. University supervisor selection, assessment, and professional development and integration into teacher education programs (curriculum, knowledge bases, philosophies, conceptual framework)
4. Cooperating teacher selection, assessment, and professional development (curriculum, knowledge bases, philosophies, conceptual framework)
5. Research on clinical field experiences
6. Organization, design, delivery, coordination, and assessment of clinical field experiences

Set next meeting date